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New York Says- Hey you Guys!
Happy National Medical 
Laboratory Week!

“Quality Care from Quality 
Professionals”

Objectives

Identify processes in proficiency 
testing to help ensure quality testing.
Enhance problem solving skills.
Improve troubleshooting techniques 
to help monitor quality.

Medical laboratories & PT 
testing

Requirements for quality and competence
External Quality Assessment to detect 
errors
Compare to other labs with similar 
methods, reagents or instruments
Comply with regulatory requirements
Meet expectation of clients
Improve service to patients
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Errors:  QC versus PT

QC: Internal 
Not perfectly 
sensitive/specific
Provides a range of 
results
Doesn’t detect all 
instances of 
variations

PT: External
Looks at accuracy 
& bias
Compares a 
specific result
Compares to other 
labs, using similar 
reagents, methods, 
& instruments 

What do we expect from 
proficiency testing?

C.R.A. P detectors! To see the error of 
yours and others ways-
Coined by Ernest Hemingway- denotes 
“Convoluted Reasoning and Anti-intellectual 
Pomposity Detectors”
Coined by Donna Castellone-: “Coagulation 
Results Available by Proficiencies”
C.R.A.P detectors!

Some Considerations:

No one likes to be tested
Summary of statistics provides participant with a 
wealth of information
Even if a test is “in” but on the high side, need to 
review QC and data to see if there is a shift
When purchasing an instrument, see what assays 
are run, and how instruments perform
Part of risk management and documenting quality 
practices e.g. Training, calibration, maintainence

Prevention costs

Inspections, quality control

Appraisal costs

Costs of conformance

Repeat runs

Internal failure costs

Complaints, repeat requests

External failure costs

Costs of non-conformance

Quality costs

Quality improvement reduces waste-> improves productivity  
-> reduces costs = competitive business advantage

If quality = conformance to requirements, then..

What do we do when we get a PT New samples:

Check vials are intact
Place into patient testing runs
Rotate who runs the samples
Evaluate and record results
Enter and check data
Can use as  a form of competency 
assessment
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Results:  How do you react? Results

Look to see if you are an outlier….(you 
know you do that first)
Where are you in relation to other 
laboratories
Review all the data
What does this really tell you?
Shifts, bias, trends…

Definitions:

Mean: average - Median: middle 
Mode: most frequent
Coefficient of Variation: Mean/SD 
x100
Range - highest and lowest value
Outliers - furthest from mean > 3SD
Z - score = [(result – mean of all 
labs)/1 SD of all labs]

So you want to buy an 
instrument? Or set up a test?

Look at your Proficiency surveys
What instruments/kits are being used?
Who will you be compared to?
Are there any methods that look to be 
consistently different?
If you are buying different instruments 
from the same manufacturer – are the 
results the same…is there a bias?

Protein S antigen: Asserachrom 
versus LIA

Looking to switch methods- ELISA to an 
automated LIA test
Noticed that the Total S antigen appears 
to run higher on the LIA test
All correlated samples are patient samples
Is this a method issue - or a problem with 
the assay, or instrument?
Go to the proficiency……

ECAT 2006-2 Protein S antigen

Total Protein S   n     mean   CV    Range
Asserachrom      33     48     20%  22-64
LIA                    27    69 25%  22-95
*Higher mean for LIA vs. Asserachrom

Free Protein S    n     mean   CV   Range
Asserachrom      40     24     25%  17-49
LIA                    54     24     14% 16-35
*Lower CV for LIA test
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Outcome:

This appeared to be confirmed when 
PT samples were run
Seen on additional ECAT surveys
Also demonstrated on a CAP survey
Lower CV possible due to less 
variation comparing automated vs 
manual
Changed methodology

Looking for a new test:

Anticardiolipin Antibodies (ACA)
Comparison of split samples was 
variable
How much is difference is acceptable?
Looked at a CAP proficiency…

ACA - CAP

Manufacturer    n     mean   CV   Range
Binding site    20    3.0     57%  1-7
Corgenix        38     1.0     62%  0-2
Diamedix       26     0.5    108% 0-2
Inova             75    6.5      45% 0-13

What does this mean?

Results are heterogeneous
What is the clinical significance 
between a 1 and 13?
Does one test make it normal, the 
other abnormal?
Better correlation will occur when 
testing like methods
Shot in the dark..

You are noticing that results for 
Factor IX’s are running low-

Q: Is this a reagent problem?         
(Wouldn’t all APTT assays be affected?)
Q: Is this an instrument problem?       
(Run a precision in the low/high range - CV’s 
are within range?)
Q: Is this specific for factor IX assays?        
(No other assay problems)
Q: Controls? 
(All within range)

Q; New curve made, values are the same
(  Factor IX still running on the low side)

What to do?  Go to the gold!

Save all of your PT samples, even 
reconstituted, even a little & freeze ‘em
Re-run PT samples
If they are still low you need to 
eliminate/isolate variables
Reagents, buffers, standards, factor 
deficient plasma
May need service
Priceless in these situations
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Relate type of error to causes

Random error
Bubbles in reagents and reagent lines
Inadequately mixed reagents
Unstable temperature and incubation
Unstable electrical supply
Individual operator variation in pipetting, 
timing, etc. 

Relate type of error to causes

Systematic error
Change in reagent lot
Calibrator lot - wrong calibrator values
Improperly prepared reagents
Deterioration of reagents, calibrator, 
photometric light source, etc.

Look at your proficiency results:
Entire picture-

Factor IX total mean 127%- our result is 
144% - too high?
However – result for reagent group 
m=144.8; z score = 0.75
In the lower range:  mean = 14% our range 
is 10%
Reagent group 14%, z score is -0.98- we 
are running low, watch the assay QC, look  
for shifts 

What about a new instrument:

Who is on the survey?
How do their results run…Higher, 
lower?
How many labs use the instrument?
Do certain parameters run higher?
How well do instruments compare 
with certain reagents?

Routine results: APTT - Dade

Inst.    Reagent    Mean   CV    Range
BCS     Actin FSL  69      3.5   64-75
CA                         75      4.8   65-85
CA      Actin FS    120      3.5   114-128
CA      Actin         111       7.8   100-126
BCS    Pathrm.    137      10    110-156

What does this tell you?

Different reagents
Different instruments
Different results
How do you compare apples to 
oranges?
Use information from proficiency 
testing - compare results for 
reagents and instruments
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Who is guiding your PT testing:
von Willebrand testing

Antigens:  Total group 177 m=49%
ELISA        59   m=48%

LIA/Stago        76   m=51.6%
Activity:   Total group 158  m=31%

Dade Agglutination          89 m=26.7%
Aggregation            28 m=34.7%

What does this mean?

People have reservations about 
certain methodologies- some better 
than others
vW activity testing has very high CV’s 
(20-38%) regardless of methodology
However, certain methods - inherent 
to their process - will run differently 
More popular- will affect overall mean 

Identifying an outlier:

Factor XII
Look at where you are, the mean, 
median, mode
Who has outliers?
What are the other labs getting 
Reagents, types, who is using what

Let’s begin:

Factor XII:  n     Mean    CV    Range
One Stage:  143   105.4   16%  54-156

Outlier:                192    z-score  5.12
Reagent group:     122                  6.52

C.R.A.P. detectors:

Clerical Error? – one can only hope-
Look at QC, instrument maintenance
Look at reconstitution of sample, (0.75ml)
Reagents?  Were all other APTT based assays 
in?
Standard Curve:  values, relation to others, 
can you calculate off other curves?
Look at the information from other factors...

Other information:

Additional sample:  within limits
Factor XII:  n      M     CV      Range
One stage:   144  23.9  26%   2-55
Reagent :      19   26     26%   20-45
Result:                45 z score 2.71

Hint:  2 values, 1 outlier, 1 upper limit
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Identify:

Curve issue, controls were in, on the high 
side
Both values in 2 different ranges were 
skewed
Factor XII seemed to always run with a 
positive bias
Decision to make a fresh curve every 
time XII was performed
Corrective action

SDI, Standard Deviation Index

The data from all the laboratories are usually 
analyzed to determine an overall mean and SD 
for the group. The program will generally 
report your performance relative to the 
group.
SDI utility allows you to inspect results from 
tests without having to think about actual 
magnitude in change of units

SDI Algorithms: Cembrowski & 
Colleagues:

can help evaluate SDI’s when looking at 5 
challenges:
If no more than 1 of the SDI’s exceed the +1/-1 
limit, significant error is unlikely and no further 
scrutiny is needed.
If > 2 SDI’s exceed +1/-1 limit, calculate the 
average, if it is >1.5, systemic error is possible
If SDI < 1.5, if 1 is > 3SDI, or the difference 
between the largest and smallest SDI > 4, there 
may be a significant random error.

Cembrowski,GS, Anderson, PG, Compton,CA, MLO,28;1996.

Example:  Protein C clot based
CAP survey:

Sample    Result   M     SD     n   SDI
CG-11      16       14.6   3.1    103   +0.5
CG-12    105       105    11.7           0
CG-13     37        34     5.0           +0.6

We know we run a positive bias on this test.  
On samples greater than 125%, it is higher, 
we use a correction factor to adjust the 
value.

Calculation:

Known value of WHO standard =
Actual Value obtained

Correction factor

CF X results >125% = adjusted value

Recap: Preventing PT Failures

Ensure staff are adequately trained
Use manufacturer specified QC methods 
to regulate instrument performance
Validate instrument as per CLIA’88 
regulations, or more often as per 
manufacturer
Follow consensus guideline issued by 
scientific panels

Laboratory Medicine
March 2007 (3) 184-186. 
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Investigate errors:

Clerical errors
Handling problems
Operator errors
Review reagent logs, QC logs, 
calibration records
Instrument reagent records

Laboratory Medicine
March 2007 (3) 184-186. 

Point taken:

Most scientists use 
statistics the way a 
drunkard uses a lamp 
post – more for support 
than illumination!

Winifred Castle

Thank you:

I hope you realize 
the support that 
PT data generates 
and it’s role in 
quality assessment.
And I also hope you 
were illuminated 
along the way !


